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Abstract
Several investigators have recently developed methods of automatically selecting among multiple models of physical systems. Our research is novel in that we are developing model selection techniques specifically suited to computer-aided design. Our approach is based on the idea that artifact performance models for computer-aided design should be chosen in light of the design decisions they are required to support. We have developed a technique called "Gradient Magnitude Model Selection" (GMMS), which embodies this principle. GMMS operates in the context of a hillclimbing search process. It selects the simplest model that meets the needs of the hillclimbing algorithm in which it operates. We are using the domain of sailing yacht design as a testbed for this research. We have implemented GMMS and used it in hillclimbing search to decide between a computationally expensive potential-flow program and an algebraic approximation to analyze the performance of sailing yachts. Experimental tests show GMMS to achieve a tradeoff between the quality of a yacht design and the amount of time needed to find it.

1. Introduction
Models of a given physical system can differ along several dimensions, including the cost of using the model, the accuracy and precision of the results, the scope of applicability of the model and the data required to execute the model, among others. More than one model is often needed because different tasks require different tradeoffs among these dimensions. A variety of criteria and techniques have been proposed for selecting among various alternative models of physical systems. Several investigators have recently developed methods of automatically selecting among multiple models of physical systems. For example, some techniques select appropriate models by analyzing the structure of the query the model is intended to answer [Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1991], [Ling and Steinberg, 1992], [Weld and Addanki, 1991]. Another approach selects an appropriate model by reasoning about the simplifying assumptions underlying the available models [Addanki et al., 1991]. Yet another approach reasons about the accuracy of the results the model is required to produce [Weld, 1991]. The importance of this subject is evidenced by the number of papers on model selection appearing in two recent workshops on the subject [Ellman, 1990], [Ellman, 1992]. Our research is novel in that we are developing model selection techniques specifically suited to computer-aided design. Our approach is based on the idea that artifact performance models for computer-aided design should be chosen in light of the design decisions they are required to support. We have developed a technique called "Gradient Magnitude Model Selection" (GMMS), which embodies this principle. GMMS operates in the context of a hillclimbing search process. It selects the simplest model that meets the needs of the hillclimbing algorithm in which it operates.

The GMMS technique is being developed and tested in the context of the "Design Associate", an interactive environment for designing complex engineering structures [Ellman et al., 1992]. The domain of sailing yacht design is being used as a testbed for this research. An example of a sailing yacht, the Stars and Stripes '87, is shown in Figure 1. This yacht figures prominently in the history of yacht racing. In particular, it won the America's Cup back from Australia in 1987 [Letcher et al., 1987]. The Design Associate is being developed with an eye toward reconstructing the design process that led to the Stars and Stripes '87 yacht.

Racing yachts can be designed to meet a variety of objectives. Possible yacht design goals include: Course Time Constraints, Rating Constraints and Cost Constraints. These goals are summarized in Figure 2. A course time goal is specified by three pieces of information: A race course description, an expected wind speed and an upper bound on the...
time for the yacht to traverse the given course under the given wind conditions. In the Design Associate, the course time is estimated using a velocity prediction program, called “VPP” [Letcher, 1991]. The rating goal is imposed by the authorities who manage the America’s Cup races. It requires that the “rating” of each yacht be at most “12 meters”. Ratings of yachts are determined by a complex set of rules known as the “International Measurement System” devised by the Offshore Racing Council [Council, 1991]. The Design Associate estimates the rating of a yacht using a simplified formula depending on a few major geometric measurements of the yacht hull. Finally, a cost goal is specified by providing an upper bound on the cost of building the yacht. The Design Associate estimates cost using another simple formula depending on a few major geometric measurements of the yacht hull.

Of all the quantities appearing in the design goals, course time is the most difficult to evaluate. The VPP program that performs this task is described in Figure 3. VPP takes as input a set of B-Spline surfaces representing the geometry of the yacht hull [Rogers and Adams, 1990]. Each surface is itself represented as a matrix of “control points” that define its shape. VPP begins by using the “hull processing models” to determine physically meaningful quantities impacting on the performance of the yacht, e.g., wave resistance ($R_w$), friction resistance ($R_f$), effective draft ($T_{eff}$), vertical center of gravity ($V_{cg}$) and vertical center of pressure ($Z_{cp}$), among others. These quantities are then used in the “velocity prediction model” to set up non-linear equations describing the balance of forces and torques on the yacht. The velocity prediction model uses an iterative method to solve these equations and thereby determine the “velocity polar”, i.e., a table giving the velocity of the yacht under various wind speeds and directions of heading. Finally, the “race model” uses the velocity polar to determine the total time to traverse the given course, assuming the given wind speed.

2. Modeling Choices in Yacht Design

A number of modeling choices arise in the context of sailing yacht design. These choices are outlined in Figure 4. Probably the most important is the choice of models for estimating the effective draft ($T_{eff}$) of a yacht. Effective draft is a measure of the amount of drag produced by the keel as a result of the lift it generates. An accurate estimate of this quantity is quite important for analyzing the performance of a sailing yacht. Unfortunately, the most accurate way to estimate effective draft is to run a highly expensive potential flow code called PMARC. (This code takes approximately one hour when running on a Sun Microsystems Sparc 2 Workstation.) Effective draft can also be estimated using an algebraic approximation with the general form outlined below:

\[ T_{eff} = K \sqrt{D^2 - 2A_{ms}/\pi} \]

\[ D = \text{Maximum Keel Draft} \]

\[ A_{ms} = \text{Midship Hull Cross Section Area} \]
Algebraic Approximations v. Computational Fluid-Dynamics: The effective draft $T_{eff}$ of a yacht can be estimated using an algebraic approximation or by using a potential flow code called "PMARC".

Reuse of Prior Results v. Recomputation of Results: Some physical quantities may not change significantly when a design is modified. For a given physical quantity, its value may be retrieved from a prior candidate design, or its value may be recomputed from scratch.

Linear Approximations v. Non-Linear Models: Velocity polars can be computed as linear functions of resistances and geometric quantities or by directly solving non-linear force and torque balancing equations.

Figure 4: Modeling Choices in Yacht Design

This algebraic model is based on an approximation that treats a sailing yacht hull as an infinitely long cylinder and treats the keel of the yacht as an infinitely thin fin protruding from the cylinder. The constant $K$ is chosen to fit the algebraic model to data obtained from wave tank tests, or from sample runs using the PMARC potential flow code. Although the algebraic approximation is comparatively easy to use, its results are not as accurate as those produced by the PMARC potential flow code.

Another important modeling choice involves the decision of when to reuse the results of a prior computation. The importance of this type of decision is illustrated by Figure 5. Suppose a designer is systematically exploring combinations of canoe-bodies and keels of a sailing yacht. In order to evaluate the performance of a yacht, he must evaluate the yacht's wave resistance $R_w$ as well as its effective draft $T_{eff}$. Wave resistance depends mainly on the canoe-body of the yacht and is not significantly influenced by the keel. Thus when only the keel is modified, wave resistance will not significantly change. Thus, instead of recomputing wave resistance for the new yacht, the system can reuse the prior value. On the other hand, effective draft depends mainly on the keel of the yacht and is not significantly influenced by the canoe-body. Thus when only the canoe-body is modified, effective draft will not significantly change. Thus, instead of recomputing effective draft for the new yacht, the system can reuse the prior value. In fact, the entire matrix of yachts can be evaluated by computing wave resistance for a single row, and computing effective draft for a single column. Thus by intelligently deciding when to reuse prior evaluation results, the system can achieve considerable savings in the computational costs of design.

3. Gradient Magnitude Model Selection

Gradient Magnitude Model Selection (GMMS) is a technique used in the Design Associate for selecting evaluation models in the context of a hill-climbing search procedure. The key idea behind this technique is illustrated by Figure 6. Suppose the system is running a hillclimbing algorithm to minimize $CourseTime$ as estimated by some approximate model. The values of $CourseTime$ returned by this approximate model are indicated by the curved line. Suppose further that the system is considering the hillclimbing step illustrated in the figure. If the error bars shown with solid lines reflect the uncertainty of the approximate model, the system can be sure that the proposed step will diminish the value of $CourseTime$. On the other hand, using the error bars shown with dotted lines, the system would be uncertain as to whether the true value of $CourseTime$ would improve after taking the proposed hillclimbing step. In the first case, the system could safely use the approximate model to decide whether to take the proposed hillclimbing step, while in the second case, the approximate model would not be safe to use for that decision. Thus GMMS evaluates the suitability of an approximate model by comparing error estimates to the magnitude of the change in the optimization criterion as measured by the approximate model. In order to operate, GMMS requires an approximate model, a "true" model, and some means of estimating the error of the approximate model in comparison to the "true" model. GMMS can in principle be applied to any of the modeling choices outlined in Figure 4.

In our research, we have experimented with GMMS using the choice of models for effective draft, $T_{eff}$, as a test case. Thus GMMS chooses between the algebraic approximate model and the PMARC potential flow model described above. Our system obtains an error estimate for the al-
The algebraic approximate model is considered acceptable only if the
CourseTime intervals do not overlap, then the system must use
PMARC to obtain a better estimate of effective
draft $T_{eff}$ for each candidate. When Difference-
Error estimates are available, GMMS operates dif-
ferently. After computing the effective draft of each
candidate, the system considers two scenarios: (1)
All of the Difference-Error occurs in the $T_{eff}$ of
Di, and none occurs in the $T_{eff}$ of Di+1; (2) All of
the Difference-Error occurs in the $T_{eff}$ of Di+1,
and none occurs in the $T_{eff}$ of Di. In each case the
system propagates the Difference-Error through
the rest of the velocity prediction program, to
obtain bounds on the CourseTime of each candidate.
The algebraic approximate model is considered ac-
trollable only if the CourseTime intervals are dis-
joint under both scenarios. Similar methods can be
used to apply Gradient Magnitude Model Selection
to the other modeling choices shown in Figure 4.

4. Experimental Tests

Results from a preliminary test of gradient mag-
nitude model selection are shown in Figure 9. The
data in this graph was collected by using a hill-
climbing algorithm to modify the Stars and Stripes '87 yacht to sail in a new environment with an av-
erage wind speed of 16 knots. The graph shows
how the value of CourseTime changed during the
hillelimbing process. Points marked with a dia-
mond indicate CourseTime values computed using
the algebraic approximation. Points marked
with a plus sign indicate CourseTime values com-
piled using the PMARC potential flow code. (The
Figure 8: Performance of Gradient Magnitude Model Selection

graph shows only a fraction of the number of evaluations carried out during the entire design process. In particular, evaluations used to compute gradients are not shown.) Notice that the algebraic model was sufficient to verify progress toward a better design during iterations zero through five. During this portion of the search, the changes in CourseTime at each iteration were quite large. Improvements could therefore be verified using the algebraic model. During subsequent iterations, the CourseTime curve leveled off. The system was then forced to switch to the PMARC model in order to verify improvements from one iteration to the next.

Additional experiments have been run in order to demonstrate the practical value of gradient magnitude model selection (GMMS). Results from a comparison of three hillclimbing search runs are shown in Figure 8. These three runs include: (1) A run using PMARC to compute effective draft; (2) A run using GMMS to choose between PMARC and the algebraic approximation; and (3) A run using only the algebraic approximation. Each run attempted to redesign the Stars and Stripes '87 yacht to sail in a new environment with an average wind speed of 16 knots. The three runs are compared according to the quality of the solution, measured in terms of the CourseTime of the yacht, and the design time needed to obtain the solution, measured in terms of the number of PMARC evaluations needed to obtain the solution. (PMARC is, by far, the most expensive of the velocity prediction programs shown in Figure 3.) Notice that the GMMS run found a yacht that was better in quality (lower in CourseTime) than the one found using the algebraic approximation, yet GMMS required less design time (fewer PMARC evaluations) than would have been necessary had PMARC been used all the time. Thus GMMS implements a tradeoff between the quality of design and the design time needed to find it. In the future we plan additional tests of the practical value of GMMS. In particular, we plan to test the value of GMMS when used to make additional modeling choices, such as those listed in Figure 4, that arise in the context of racing yacht design.
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Figure 9: Example of Gradient Magnitude Model Selection